: mA%z+%*= : nA%jGNj C/= 1, 2, 3, 4)A#2~#4. Various generalizations are obvious (more summands, triples, etc.). We do not intend to give a detailed and general study of the questions arising in this context. We rather prefer to investigate two special problems of this type with ~ being = ; they are inspired by the following two well-known results of Romanov:
and On the other hand, we find Writing g(u) as a sum and changing the order of summation gives 
(1), (2) , and (3) give the desired result. It is not difficult to determine a dependence of Ci^ia) on a explicitly. Since Ai(x t a)^A{m 1 n\m<x/\n<x), Theorem 1 is best possible with respect to the order of magnitude in x. Theorem 1 is also correct for a = 1 but of no interest.
3. On Romanov's second theorem. In a similar way we generalize the result for F a : 
E «V-D= E E J-E y
As 0 mod e (a,da) It is not difficult to give an explicit dependence of Cn(a) and Cu(a) on a. Again, since
log*/ log a Theorem 2 is best possible in x. summed over those h's which lie in g r _i and contain g; when p = 2, constant parity is not required. For a given dimension function n(g) let Q be the totality of sex This work has been supported by the Office of Naval Research.
